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Abstract: With the growing need for HPC resource usage in Thailand, this study aims to foster the
creation of an HPC resource sharing ecosystem based on available in-house computing infrastructure.
The model of computing resource sharing based on blockchain technology is presented for bridging
communication between multiple clusters of HPC systems. The use of blockchain technology allows
states among HPC systems to be synchronized and extends capabilities in enforcing governing rules.
A smart contract was deployed on the blockchain network to enable users to request computing
resources. Upon a request being made, a matching scheme performs the automatic selection of a
suitable cluster based on current cluster utilization data and distance from users. Since users and
clusters are anonymized from each other, a trusted payment scheme and permission access control are
presented to assure both parties. As the system leverages off-chined and on-chained data exchange
to carry out the operation, the secure gateway is proposed to mitigate technical difficulty from the
client’s perspective and ensure information is securely flowing to and from legitimate actors. The
result of this work ensures HPC service providers can maximize the utilization of their resources and
monetize idle computing time, while users can access demanded resources conveniently and pay at a
reasonable price.

Keywords: high-performance computing; blockchain; decentralized network

1. Introduction

High-performance computing (HPC) was introduced for research advancement in
Thailand in 2007. Due to the niche in demand for intensive computation, applications of
HPC are limited to some research areas, and most of the users are researchers, university
professors, students, and a few experimental projects from the private sector. Currently,
the main research fields that leverage HPC in Thailand include: synthesis and modeling in
biopharmaceutical research, enhancing efficiency in energy supply, natural disasters, and
environmental impact modeling and prediction (e.g., flooding, air quality).

The National e-Science Infrastructure Consortium was established to serve needs
in the computational infrastructure of HPC systems, high-capacity storage systems, and
network backbone at the national scale. Initially, the project aimed to support research in
three main fields comprising (a) high energy particle physics, (b) computational science
and engineering and (c) computer science and engineering. Displayed in Figure 1, statistics
of research projects submitted to the e-Science service from the year 2010 to 2022 can be
categorized into five research topics.

Due to huge investment and maintenance costs, as well as a limited number of trained
personnel, most of the HPC services are supported by the government and intended
to provide specifically to the collaborative research institutes and non-commercialized
partner organizations. Nevertheless, with the emergence of big data analytics and artificial
intelligence, many private companies or individuals have begun to pay more attention
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to the value of data analytics. With the increase in the number of data-driven business
models, HPC has started to gain demand for performing complex computations to extract
data insight. To efficiently utilize in-house resources in response to the growing need, the
providing scale of HPC in Thailand should be expanded to support new user groups with
the means to facilitate ease of access in order to support nationwide innovation creation
from all economic sectors. The model of computing resources sharing is a challenging topic
that this study will explore. The goal is to create a unified network of computing resources
regardless of the heterogeneity of the underlying infrastructure HPC services. Clients can
easily make a request to the system for the type and amount of resources suitable for their
job’s requirements. The system will then help to find the best matches for HPC services,
allowing clients to get the resource that best suits their tasks at a reasonable price with the
service assurance guaranteed. On the other hand, the system enables HPC providers to
benefit from their resource’s idle time. With this freely competitive model, HPC providers
are encouraged to consistently improve their service quality.

Figure 1. Statistics of Job Submission to e-Science Service Grouped by Research Topic.

The goal of this study is to promote the creation of a computing resource sharing
ecosystem based on in-house available infrastructure. Our contributions to this work are
as follows:

1. Present architecture design of trusted network based on blockchain technology, smart
contract logic, and role-based permission for restricting entities’ actions on network
resources and function calls.

2. Present a secure gateway service for enabling communication between HPC clus-
ters and blockchain. It facilitates authentication, initiating a secure connection, and
asynchronously performing actions according to blockchain events.

3. Present a system monitoring service that periodically sends out updates on the clus-
ter’s data states to the blockchain (i.e., cluster health, job status). The service will help
monitor HPC’s states without interfering with the operational pipeline.

The sections in this paper are organized as follows. Section 2 reviews related works
on applying blockchain technology to HPC and explores challenges and difficulties in
adopting a decentralized sharing model in Thailand. Section 3 describes the architecture
design and key modules in the proposed system. In Section 4, implementation of the design
is presented followed by performance evaluation and security analysis in Section 5. The
final section, Section 6, summarizes the study and findings.

2. Literature Review

Current research studies in HPC areas have been focusing on enhancing the efficiency
of resource management. To increase HPC utilization and improve response time, various
implementations of tasks scheduling algorithms are proposed [1]. To improve the perfor-
mance of the scheduler, a study [2] proposes a method for predicting job waiting time,
allowing the scheduler to make use of the information in decision making. In addition, a
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resource reservation scheme [3] is proposed to enable advance schedule planning. Despite
the aid from task management schemes, inefficient resource usage remains an issue as
many HPC providers let users define the specification and amount of resources needed to
carry out their tasks in which, most of the time, the reserve amount is imprecise compared
to the actual usage at runtime. To mitigate the problem, an automated monitoring sys-
tem [4] for detecting jobs with inefficient resource consumption is introduced by analyzing
the relationship between the parent process and its spawning child processes [5]. Apart
from job and queue management, computing performance and processing time can be
improved through modifying operational mechanisms of underlying HPC components,
such as kernel modification on a single compute node’s Linux scheduler [6,7]. Recent
studies have also focused on introducing machine learning and AI techniques to enable
system administrators to better understand the behavior of HPC through analyzing the
relationship between operational elements, e.g., determining an influential factor between
application and resources usage at runtime [8]. Another research topic in HPC is related to
improving security. Through the presence of application layer access control, anomaly user
behavior can be detected through log data collection and analysis [9].

Looking at the demand in HPC areas in Thailand, up to present, most of the services
are supported by government agencies and mainly provide to non-commercial research
innovations from education and research sectors. Nevertheless, with the recent launch of
open government data in Thailand [10], over 6000 datasets (e.g., agricultural, logistic, and
transportation data) were made publicly available, encouraging business transformation
into a data-driven model. As a result, a greater number of individuals and companies began
to pay more attention to using HPC as a crucial means to extract insightful value from data.
This change can obviously be noticed from the usage statistics of the e-Science service, which
shows that the demand for HPC in AI and Big Data areas has been growing significantly
in recent years. Unfortunately, the current process for requesting HPC resources requires
some paperwork and a pre-screening process. The goals are to ensure that the users are
from the trusted institute and to allow the service provider to anticipate an incoming
workload. Such processes are not attractive to companies or individuals, who do not have
creditability and/or intend to use HPC for computing just a single or a few jobs, to fill out
an intention form.

Currently, there are few studies on creating a foundational structure for sharing com-
putational resources. In the widely known ‘Grid System’, jobs are scheduled to the selected
HPC frontend and the results are returned after execution is done. The HPC systems under
grid are required to have a homogenous environment (i.e., scheduler brand and versions,
installed applications). The grid system, therefore, is suitable to run predictable tasks in
a specific research area. In contrast, our objectives aim to support access from users from
diverse fields; therefore, not all HPC systems possess all the needed requirements (e.g.,
software license, versions, dependencies). Therefore, the creation of a resource sharing
system can enable tasks from different application areas to schedule for running on HPC
systems with desirable environments. In addition, creating the system can offer a number
of managerial benefits to HPC providers, such as the ability to audit and trace the sources of
anomaly actions, and the capability of making use of statistical data on resource usage and
trends for making a rational decision for future resource supply investment or purchasing
high-demand software licenses to attract users. Currently, however, studies on creating
such a system in the HPC domain are still limited in number.

Integrating blockchain with HPC aims to solve trust issues between public users
and HPC resource providers by automating the process of digital agreement creation
and regulating the actions with no central authorities required. Introduced by Satoshi
Nakamoto, a practical peer-to-peer model of the electronic cash system emerged [11]. With
the decentralized computation and management in blockchain technology, data security
and transparency in business activities can be enhanced [12]. Transactions submitted to the
network will be collaboratively validated against a smart contract, which is installed on all
nodes. Only agreed actions will be propagated to the network, allowing all participants
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to apply the changes to their local records. Regardless of states being replicated and
locally maintained by individuals, consistency in network states can still be preserved
through cryptographic mechanisms and efficient data structures (i.e., Merkle tree [13]) that
allow the data validation process to be carried out with small time complexity. Instead of
relying on a central authority to manage states, blockchain uses decentralized consensus
algorithms to define how agreement in the network is reached. Examples of the algorithms
are Proof of Work (PoW) [14], Proof of Stake (PoS) [15], and Practical Byzantine Fault
Tolerance (PBFT) [16]. These benefits of blockchain expedite the development of various
e-government services in which trusted data sharing among legitimate stakeholders is
the primary concern. Examples of blockchain-based projects that have been implemented
at a national scale are e-Transcript [17] (education), DLT scripless bond [18] and Letter
of Guarantee on Blockchain [19] (finance), e-Referral system [20] (health care), National
Energy Trading Platform [21] (energy), TradeLens [22] (logistic & supply chain).

Nevertheless, introducing blockchain to HPC is more challenging compared to in-
tegrating it with application software. The solution design must present an approach
for enabling communication between the application layer and OS layer. In contrast to
HPC, blockchain’s processing is asynchronous and slow in speed. To make sure data
exchange between these two technologies is correct and remains synchronized, there must
exist an auxiliary module for enabling system interoperability by bridging communication
differences and handling unexpected error. As a result, the use of blockchain in HPC
systems is still limited in the number of applications. Previous studies have emphasized
presenting fault-toleration schemes to promote resiliency in Message Passing Interface
(MPI) by proposing a blockchain consensus protocol that is optimized for HPC compatibil-
ity [23,24]. To enable data consistency across shared storages in HPC systems, a study also
focused on using blockchain technology for states synchronization [23]. With the ability
of blockchain in preserving ownership [25], the technology was applied to improve data
provenance in the HPC system by validating the source of data generated before being
stored in a high-speed parallel file storage system [26]. The arrival of the data-driven era
has expedited the generation of a large volume of sparse data. As a result, demand for
intensive computing power is growing. On the contrary, people start to pay attention to the
security and ownership control of their data. Trust, therefore, becomes a key requirement
in designing large-scaled data computing [27].

3. Proposed Design

This section will be divided into three parts. The first part focuses on system architec-
ture design. The next part presents the details of smart contracts (including business logic
and access control policy) and data exchange patterns among network participants. The
final part discusses the design of an interface module that enables off-chained clients to
participate in network activities.

3.1. Overview of System Architecture and Components in Trusted Computing Resource Sharing

To create an automated trust system, every action on the systems must be ensured to
comply with the network agreement. Two key players in this architecture are users, who
demand computing resources, and service providers, who are willing to offer HPC service
to the public. Two possible models can be implemented according to setting requirements.
Users are connected to the blockchain via a decentralized application (dApp), where all
activities, such as requesting resources and getting notifications for change in the summited
jobs’ status, are carried out automatically by having a client-side script make a request to a
smart contract. For HPC, the frontend node requires the installation of an Interface Module
to enable communication between blockchain and HPC. By having the module installed
on HPC, any updates on blockchain or cluster state will automatically sync which benefits
clusters in obtaining a symmetrical view of network states. (Details of this module will be
elaborated in the subsequent section).
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Figure 2a: In this model, all participants in the network are trusted. This can be
achieved by having a thorough consideration process; for example, the HPC system must
go through stages of historical creditability screening, verifying SLA documents, etc., prior
to registering the computing cluster to the network.

Figure 2. Computing Resources Sharing System Architecture. (a) Trusted System Model; (b) Untrust-
worthy System Model.

Figure 2b: In this model, we allow the registration process of HPC systems and
users to be less strict. This approach encourages new service providers who may have no
creditability profile to freely participate in the market. Since we assume no entity can be
trusted, there is a possibility that HPC systems deliver corrupted computation results or
correct computational results get denied by dishonest users. Two main mechanisms to
resolve the issues are:

1. Majority voting-replicate job execution on multiple compute workers (let us say,
n workers). The results obtained by the majority are assumed to be correct. The
drawback of the scheme is intensive resource consumption as the computational
resources needed are multiplied by a factor of n.

2. Result validation—in this option, a user must implement a module to validate if the
results he/she obtained are correct. However, the implementation of such a scheme is
complex and requires efforts from users to some extent.

Several research efforts have contributed to the design of a majority voting scheme. In
2002, a dynamic voting scheme [28] is presented by allowing the number of participating
workers for a particular job execution to vary according to the level of confidence. The
scheduler is responsible for deciding the number of replicated factors (i.e., number of
computing nodes) during execution time. This scheme reduces time in reaching consensus
and ensures that only the necessary amount of resources to attain confidence are used.
Developed upon the previous concept, iExec [29] has proposed a tweak of design that
includes a monetary factor to the model. The goal is to offer an incentive (in the form of
digital currency) to honest workers. The approach is to let the worker attach a disposable
personal identifier along with its computing result. If the result is correct and the worker
can present the proof of ownership, it will then receive an incentive according to the
commitment fund.

3.2. Smart Contract Design and Communication Flow

Smart Contract is a business logic that is deployed on blockchain nodes to gov-
ern network activities. In this study, our smart contract composes of the main logic
(i.e, ResourceSharingContract) and four types of objects (i.e., User, HPC System, Job,
Cluster State), in which the functions, attributes, and the relationship between components
are illustrated in Figure 3.
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Figure 3. Class Diagram of Resource Sharing Smart Contract.

Displayed in Figure 4, communication flow can be segregated into main functional
tasks as follow:

Figure 4. Communication Flow.

1. Identity enrolment For the first time entering the system, clients (users and HPC
systems) are required to go through a registration process which could be carried
out manually or automatically depending on the level of strictness of the onboarding
process. Once the consideration process is passed, clients will be assigned to a specific
role and cryptographic credentials corresponding to identity will be generated. The
private key will be stored locally on client machines, while public credentials will be
sent to the blockchain. These cryptographic materials will be used in signing trans-
actions produced by clients, allowing the blockchain to validate if the transaction’s
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owner is permitted before executing the requested functions. Displayed in Table 1,
role-based permission is defined on network resources and business logic execution.

2. Resource Matching The system needs to ensure users are matched to the suitable
resources at satisfactory rental prices and providers can benefit from renting com-
puting resources. On user requests for job submission, the blockchain will perform
searching through the HPC system information (obtained during the HPC registra-
tion process (Figure 5a) to find a set of candidates based on the user’s requirements
(e.g., resource spec, programs, etc.). The result set will be returned along with the
latest cluster state (Figure 5b) and rental price, which is slightly adjusted according to
the distance between user location and the HPC system to encourage utilizing local
resources. Users can select the options based solely on system information (without
revealing provider names) to promote competitiveness and encourage new providers
to compete in the ecosystem. Pseudocode for finding a candidate set of HPC systems
is presented as follows:

Table 1. Permission on Network Resources and Smart Contract Functions Based on User’s Role.

User Role

Blockchain Resources Network Resources
Smart Contract Functions

Transactions System
Activities Event Hub

HPC
provider

Able to submit
READ &

WRITE transactions
- Able to subscribe

to events

Functions specified in
“HPC System” Object in

Figure 3

User
Able to submit

READ &
WRITE transactions

- Able to subscribe
to events

Functions specified in
“User” Object in Figure 3

Admin
Able to submit

READ-only
transactions

Able to register
new clients -

getHpcSystemDetail(),
getUserDetail(), listAllHpc-

Systems(),listAllUsers()

System Node - Able to perform
system action

Able to publish
events

Functions specified in
“ResourceSharingContract”

in Figure 3

Let DRa represent computing resources and program requirement that are demanded
by a user a (JSON data displayed in Figure 5c) and PRA represent information regarding
provided computing resources owned by cluster A (JSON data displayed in Figure 5a), the
pseudo code of the findResourceMatching() algorithm (Algorithm 1) is defined as follows

Algorithm 1. Pseudocode of findResourceMatching().
Return Lists of Resources That Match to User’s Job Requirement

Input: Object containing desired resources spec from user (DRuser)
1: MatchedSpec← query list of matched_cluster’s IDs in which PR<matched_cluster> exists some
queues that has max_cores > DRuser.cores and gpu == DRuser.require_gpu
2: Candidates = a subset of MatchedSpec in which DRuser.program ∈
PR<matched_cluster>.programs
3: if Candidates == ø then
4: for all IDs ∈MatchedSpec do
5: if PRID .willingToInstallAdditionalPrograms then
6: Candidates.push(ID)
7: return Candidates
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Figure 5. Data Object in JSON format. (a) HPC System Object (stored on blockchain state); (b) Cluster
State Object (stored on blockchain state); (c) User’s Job Submission Request Payload.

Let HSA denote the latest update on the utilization state of cluster A, pseudocode of
displayResourcesAndRentalPrice() algorithm (Algorithm 2) is defined as follows

Algorithm 2. Pseudocode of displayResourcesAndRentalPrice()
Return List of Clusters (with the Adjusted Rental Price and Utilization State) That Match to
User’s Job

Input: Object containing desired resources spec from user (DRuser), current user location
1: results = []
2: Candidates = findResourceMatching(DRuser)
3: for all IDs ∈ Candidates do
4: differentDistance = calculate approximated distance between 2 IPs (user and PRID.IP)
5: [adjustedCPUprice, adjustedGPUprice] = weighPriceByDistance (differentDistance ,
[PRID.rate.cpu_core_per_hr, PRID.rate.gpu_core_per_hr(*optional)]) // adjust price based on
distance
6: HSID ← query HealthState Object by cluster ID
7: results.push({ID: PRID.clusterID, queues:{ available: PRID.queues, current_state:
HSID.queues], rate: {cpu: adjustedCPUprice, gpu: adjustedGPUprice }})
8: return results

3. Rental Process Once the user chooses an HPC system and a preferred queue type
from the candidate list, he/she then composes and submits a transactional request
to the blockchain. The user will then be requested to pay a security deposit which
calculated from
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security deposit = (requested cpu cores * cpu_core_per_hr) * 30% of queue’s max_walltime

* same calculation apply for requesting GPU cores. Note that cpu_core_per_hr, gpu_core_per_hr

(optional) and max_walltime are retrieved from resourceSpec attribute (JSON data displayed
in Figure 5a) in HPC System object (Figure 3) from blockchain state. This amount of money
will be held by the blockchain as a security assurance for both parties until the job has been
completely processed. The system will invoke the generateAcessUsername() function which
will generate a globally unique username for the user. This username along with the user’s
contact address will also be sent to the HPC administrator for generating login credentials
to access the HPC cluster. Users can expect to receive an access passcode from the service
provider via provided contact channels.

3.3. Job Submission & Status Notification

After the access passcode is sent, the user can now access the HPC system and sub-
mit his/her job. Upon a job being added to the queue or a change in a job’s status
(i.e., null→ QUEUE, QUEUE→ RUN, RUN→ END), the events will automatically be
detected and composed into a blockchain transaction. Once the transaction is committed,
the user will be notified by the events generated by a smart contract. These functionalities
are automatically performed by the interface module, in which the design and mechanism
will be elaborated in the subsequent section.

Design of Interface Module

Since some operations have to deal with large data input size and/or required confiden-
tiality preservation, performing such actions off the chain while synchronizing small-sized
checkpoint data on-chain is one of the efficient approaches used in this research work.
To ensure HPC activities are automatically synced with blockchain, an interface module
(Figure 6) is implemented to facilitate the exchange of states between blockchain and HPC
service. To enable portability and isolation from underlying infrastructure (environment
on host machines), this module is operated within its own container separated from the
rest of the system. Two major components of the module comprise the following:

1. Blockchain Gateway Service—is a service that facilitates data exchange between HPC and
blockchain. Its key functionalities are composing, signing, and submitting transactions
to the blockchain on behalf of the HPC cluster. It also subscribes to blockchain’s event
hub to listen for smart contract events. Upon a new event arrival, it will send a request
to the system monitoring service to perform system actions corresponding to the
event types. It uses a network connection profile* for discovering peers in the network
and uses cryptographic materials* for presenting eligibility in performing on-chained
actions. (* these files are available in a mounted directory).

2. System Monitoring Service—helps monitor changes in system states by spawning
threads to monitor attentive processes. It also opens a port for listening to the incoming
requests. There are two types of operations performed in this module. The first
is an asynchronous operation that will execute once there is an incoming request
from the blockchain gateway service. For example, blockchain gateway service has
received an event notifying new job submission from blockchain, it will then call
/addJobMonitoring endpoint on the port listening by system monitoring service. The
service then executes the command from bash scripts* to perform system action and
return the result back correspondingly. The second type is scheduling operation. For
example, for all jobs that are submitted to the system, the service will periodically
perform checking if the states of jobs are changed (illustrated in Figure 7). If there are,
the changes will be packed and sent to the Blockchain Gateway Service to update the
job’s states on the blockchain.
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Figure 6. Interface Module.

Figure 7. Job Monitoring Operation in Interface Module.

As the interface module is operated in an isolated container, to ensure operation on
the host machine can be carried out, the container needs permission access to local files via
the volume mount path. Three types of files are stored in this mounted directory.

1. Action Scripts—These are the scripts that are called by System Monitoring Service.
It helps perform querying on the scheduler to attain the overall status of HPC com-
ponents as well as job and queue state. Regardless of the differences in scheduler
commands that vary according to scheduler brands, we define a standard structure
format for output (i.e, stdout) produced by scripts to ensure the results are under-
standable by other dependent services.

2. Blockchain’s Crypto Materials—Used by Blockchain Gateway Service, crypto materials
(e.g., public key, private key, and certificates) are files that were used to represent
HPC identity in blockchain space. Any transaction generated by the cluster must be
digitally signed before being published out to the network. As mentioned earlier,
these credentials are registered to a specific role according to RBAC policy to prohibit
an entity from performing irrelevant or unauthorized on-chained actions.

3. Network Connection Profile—contains network topology, allows the cluster to discover
and be discovered by other peers in the blockchain network.

4. Implementation
4.1. Blockchain Network Setup

Hyperledger Fabric (HLF) [30] version 1.4 was used for setting up a permissioned
blockchain network. To ensure the network can tolerate node crashes, a multi-node Or-
dering service [31] with Raft protocol [32] was used. The network was deployed on two
settings: single-host setting and multi-host setting. For a single host setting, the system was
operated on Ubuntu 16.04 LTS machine with 2 CPU cores 2.80 GHz, and 12 GB of RAM.
Each network component was deployed as a Docker [33] container and communicates with
others inside the Docker internal network. For the multi-host setting, we used four virtual
machines (each has 2 CPU cores and 4 GB of RAM, Ubuntu 18.04) to create a Kubernetes
cluster [34] of one master node and three worker nodes.
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Role-based access control (RBAC) was configured according to the condition specified
in Table 1 by overriding default Hyperledger Fabric’s Access Control List. Therefore, only
a specified set of roles were capable of accessing specific types of network resources (i.e.,
business logic chaincode*, system chaincode, and event service). In addition, to enforce
another layer of control on the business logic level, built-in attributed-based access control
(ABAC) was implemented on a smart contract by importing a class ‘ClientIdentity’ from
the ‘fabric-shim’ library to perform credential checking on transactions prior to proceeding
operation on the requested functions.

(* note that chaincode is the term used for representing smart contract in HLF)
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• Sub-module #2: System Monitoring Service

This sub-module acts as a middleman that helps querying, formatting, and passing
system data to the Blockchain Gateway Service once there is a request for updated status
information. The goal of this module is to monitor users’ jobs status. Once a new job has
been submitted to the HPC service, the system monitoring service will spawn new threads
to monitor the job in particular. To implement the module, the code was written with the
worker_thread module in NodeJS. The code executed in the main thread (app.js) helped
monitor and maintain the latest update of all users’ jobs status. In addition, HTTP REST API
endpoints were exposed to allow the blockchain gateway service to add a new monitored
process. For the worker thread (worker.js), the script will periodically call getJobStatus.sh
and pass the interested jobID as an input parameter. The script then performs querying on
a scheduler and waits for the return status value of the job. If the thread finds the status is
changed (by comparing with the variable currentStatus), it then sends a notification update
to its parent (main thread).
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These bash scripts contain a sequence of Linux commands for directly interacting with
a scheduler. The script needs to be customized according to the scheduler’s brand—in our
setting, the TORQUE scheduler was used. The output is then converted into the pre-agreed
format (Figure 5b) which is understandable by the System Monitoring Service. A code
snippet is displayed below.
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5. Performance Evaluation and Security Analysis

The experiment was conducted on the blockchain network and interface module to
measure the performance and perform security evaluation.

5.1. Performance Evaluation

a. Blockchain Network

In our blockchain implementation, ordering service with Raft protocol was configured
instead of other service types that are available in Hyperledger Fabric. To ensure that
Raft presents the best performance compared to the others, we used Docker to set up
a blockchain network comprising two organizations with a single peer node each. The
test was set up on a machine with Ubuntu 16.04 LTS with 2 CPU cores 2.80 GHz and
12,288 MB of memory. Hyperledger Caliper [35], an open-source blockchain benchmark
tool, was installed to measure network performance. Displayed in Table 2, Raft exhibited
lower latency in both query and invoke transactions, compared to another multi-node
ordering service type (i.e., Kafka [36]). Latency in transaction querying in multi-node Raft
was close to a Solo, a single-node ordering service that is suggested to be used in only a
development setting.

Table 2. Average Latency in Transaction Processing (Total transactions submitted = 300, Rate = 100 TPS *).

Transaction Types

Ordering Service Type

Single-Node Multi-Node

Solo Kafka Raft

Query 0.01s 0.06s 0.02s
Invoke 0.34s 0.85s 0.68s

* TPS = Transactions per second.

As mentioned in the implementation section, the blockchain network with the same
number of components and topology was deployed on two settings, which are on single-
host machines and multi-host machines. For the single-host setting, Hyperledger Caliper
was deployed as a container within the Docker network. While in a multi-host setting,
Hyperledger Caliper was deployed as a Kubernetes Pod. Table 3 shows the latency in
transaction processing of both setups. Multi-host setting exhibited a larger delay which
possibly resulted from external uncontrollable factors, such as network connection delays
between machines, which can be improved by adjusting network configuration.
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Table 3. Performance of Raft Network on Different Settings.

Network
Deployment

Query Transaction Latency Invoke Transaction Latency

Min Max Avg. Min Max Avg.

Single Host 0.01s 0.05s 0.01s 0.57s 0.88s 0.68s
Multiple Hosts 0.08s 0.36s 0.18s 0.61s 1.96s 1.24s

b HPC Interface Module

The interface module is one of the core parts of this system. Without it, communication
between HPC and blockchain is not possible. Two key components in this module are the
blockchain gateway service and the system monitoring service. As the blockchain gateway
service can only be implemented in a single structural way following the Hyperledger
Fabric implementation guideline, the experiment focused on only the system monitoring
service in which the implementation can be tweaked to finetune performance.

Since the system monitoring service leverages the concept of multiple threading to
perform monitoring on different tasks simultaneously, the test was conducted by measuring
the total time of a single execution loop which is calculated as follows:

Total Execution Time
= Time to spawn a worker thread

(
Tspawn

)
+Execution time in worker thread (Texecworker)
+Time for update on local state

(
Tupdate_state

)
Note that the task executed on the worker thread Texecworker can either be retrieving

cluster health data (executes bash script getResourceUtilization.sh) or monitoring for changes
in the job’s state (execute bash script getJobStatus.sh). In the case of monitoring a job’s
state, Texecworker can vary according to the job’s queueing time (which depends on previous
jobs’ execution time) and processing time. Therefore, in this experiment, we assumed
that the job’s initial status was RUN, and at the moment that monitoring started, the job’s
status changed to END. Thus, Texecworker , in this case, was the only duration that the worker
executed/getJobStatus.sh plus the time that the status update message was returned to
the main process. Table 4 displays the time for executing each sub-process in system
monitoring services. After conducting five rounds of tests, the results showed that the
execution time on the average of Tspawn was 8.6839734 ms, Texecworker in monitoring change
in the job’s status was 38.0384 ms, Texecworker in retrieving current cluster utilization data
was 667.663 ms, and Tupdate_state was 0.2911276 ms. By summing up the average value of
Tspawn , Texecworker and Tupdate_state , the result shows the total execution time takes 46.9 ms
for monitoring jobs and 676.6 ms for retrieving cluster state. These values are very small
compared to the duration that a typical job normally takes to change its states which
could take from seconds (e.g., job crashed: RUN→ END) to weeks (e.g., job wait in the
long-running queue: QUEUE→ RUN). In addition, the amount of resources (e.g., CPU,
memory) needed in the execution is very small and insignificant compared to the capability
of HPC’s frontend. The script also uses only memory for keeping track of state data, no
read/write to the storage. Therefore, the inclusion of the module in the HPC systems will
not impact the overall performance and system workload or interrupt the core operational
process of HPC.

5.2. Security Analysis

1. Access Control on Blockchain Network Resources

Two permission layers were configured to enhance security on the blockchain. The
first was an access control list (ACL) which defined permission on network resources
(i.e., submit transactions, perform system activities, subscribe to event hub). Another
permission layer was defined within the smart contract’s functions to ensure that only
legitimate entities are allowed to make a request. Using attribute-based access control
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(ABAC), the identity of the transaction actor is checked if he/she is authorized to execute
the requested operations. To test if the policy can enforce security control on network
resources, we created a set of entities with different roles. By switching between roles and
attempting to submit transactions of both invoke and query types, results showed that
entities that do not acquire grant permission will receive a rejection response, which is
displayed as follows.

Error: failed evaluating policy on signed data during check policy

[signature set did not satisfy policy]

Table 4. Execution time of System Monitoring Service.

Test Round #
Execution Time (ms)

Tspawn
Texecworker

(Monitoring Job Status)
Texecworker

(Retrieving Cluster Health) Tupdate_state

1 9.519627 36.556 616.693 0.175355
2 8.422683 39.495 718.583 0.378252
3 7.491831 38.483 681.012 0.28282
4 9.348326 38.234 649.233 0.325491
5 8.6374 37.424 672.796 0.29372

Average 8.6839734 38.0384 667.663 0.2911276

To validate ABAC permission, entities whose attribute (i.e., node_name) fails to satisfy
the condition at the smart contract level (code snippet is displayed in Implementation
Section), the custom error specified in the requested function will be displayed as follows.

Error: Invoking Entity is Unauthorized.

2 Event Subscription—HTTP Systems, Users

Apart from using transactions as a means to communicate data between network
participants, the proposed model also emphasized using events for notifying changes in
the shared network state. To ensure the event message (composed as an HTTP packet) is
authentic, a mutual TLS connection was enabled on every client (i.e., users, HPC system) to
ensure the packets are sent from legitimate sources via an encrypted channel. Thus, it is
impossible for malicious users to send falsified events with the purpose of interrupting the
system operation. Results from conducting packet analysis with Wireshark showed that
the tool cannot extract any information from captured packets.

3 Account Generation

Once the user is matched to the HPC system, a smart contract will automatically
generate a username, which is unique across the network, as a user account for login to
the HPC system. This username is then returned to the user and sent to the matched HPC
system to generate a temporary passcode for first-time access. This passcode will be sent
to the user off the chain to ensure no confidential data are being recorded on the shared
state. The user can then combine knowledge attained from the blockchain (username)
and HPC system (passcode) to access the computing resource. This approach ensures that
malicious users who capture the packets cannot acquire complete access to information
that can potentially cause harm to the HPC system.

3 HPC Interface Module

The interface module is installed to the HPC frontend node as a container, which in
our implementation, is the Docker container. Many studies suggest that Docker is risky
for deploying in HPC as it requires administrator privilege in execution, and recommend
using Singularity [37] as a better alternative. Nevertheless, the purpose of using a container
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in our work is to ensure the interface module, along with its dependencies, can operate
properly regardless of the host machine environment, not to execute jobs or any HPC-
related commands from inside the container. Therefore, HPC providers can be certain that
no actions can attain privilege from container runtime, and any container brand is fine to
use in deploying the module.

6. Conclusions

This study focuses on the practical design and implementation of an HPC resource
sharing system. Blockchain technology is leveraged to present trust and manage agreements
between resource providers and lenders. To enhance security in the design, all network
activities, including the ability to access system data, are governed by a two-layer access
control policy which helps in validating the user’s permission on network resources and
smart contract function calls. To enable secure connection from the off-chain remote
HPC system to the on-chain node, an interface module is proposed for establishing a
secure connection and automating cluster data synchronization with blockchain states.
Performance evaluation on the prototype shows that the design can efficiently respond to
the request with little processing delay, and is also capable of tolerating node crashes. With
the permission control presence, security analysis shows the design holds the principle
of least privilege where users are granted to perform only relevant actions and acquire
only information that is relevant to their roles and responsibilities. Prior to exchanging
data, authentication is performed to ensure the connection is established to legitimate
peers. With the transmission channel being encrypted, acquiring confidential information
by eavesdropping on data in transit is infeasible.
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